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1*1 k geological and geophysical survey were oarried out in 
August, 1963 on behalf of Centurion Hints Limited on a 
group of mint olairoe, f XX* 29369 to *WfS, inclusive, In 
the area of Goplo Lake*

1*2 The purpose of the survey was td inreetlgmte the
centred on a heavily miner eat M d fomrtt vein looated during 
exploration eeaaon of 1962, and a take d V an aaeoeiated
proapector.

g* location of Survey Area

2.1 The general location of the survey area is shorn on the 
key nap in Fig. l, while the plan on rig. 2 shows the 
diflpoaltion of traverses*

2.2 Goplo Lake is a email lake situated about 2000* (straight 
line) due couth of the Khodes Lake.

2.3 Aooess to the area from fenestrate 9 a station on C .H. Railway, 
it* along Caribou lake and a portage of about 2000* between 
Caribou Lake and thodes Lake*
Alternatively, by air direot to Khodee Lake* 

* Teohnioal Bata

3*1 Results of geological surf ass mapping win bs the subject 
of a separate report.

3*2 Fagnstio survey was carried out with vertical force fluxgate 
taagnetoneter manufactured by Sharps Instruments of Canada 
Ltd* , and known as motel MF l*
I'easureasnts were taken at stations 40* apart along 
traverses spaeed 200* * normal procedures for correcting 
and relating the readings wars applied.

3*3 ilftotroiaagnetio survey was mass using the K*t.V* lie* I unit 
manufactured by T'oPhar Manufacturing Ltd. This 1/M systsm 
lasaaures the dip angle or the inclination of the ellipee 
of polarisation of the electromagnetic field. Measurements 
were made at f roque no y of 1000 o. p. P.



ravereoe war 3 cpawed POO* apart with station spacing 
nlonr each traverse* A set-up configuration was raainj.^ 
\ipc6, In which th  transmitter is stationary and the re 
ceiver la Koved alon/r a straight line traverse*
?hoj?o ras amir pine nt i* were supplemented by broadside and in 
line confirmation, in the foriaer, the transmitter and 
voofeivfer are t.oved eitaultaneously in the direction at 
vipht angles to the lino joining;'theraj in the latter, they 
ara wovetf eirwltanoouely alon^ the line of traverse.

3*4 'Vll oil traverpen are designated by their distance from 
a middle 000 traverse and all are at right angles to the 
T aee Mrte strj.kinr ?T60- (magnetic)* This is an estimated 
ft t ri Ve* of tho ^irioraliaed quarts vein outcrop.
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1.4

"q.i at- '"r en da ir. the ."eftorsJL Area

^o funeral aroa centred on Caribou lake has been a scene 
of soveral periods of prospecting activities* This past 
activity, as wall an the present, has been caused by 
numerous eiftue of niw&ralieation encountered in the area 
e it Vie r in the outcrops or in the boreholes drilled at 
various tiraetf l;y e, aoore of prospecting companies* The 
values emcountered in pyrites, with owe without associated 
pyrrhotite, oonointsd of snail amounts of minerals of 
copper, 1ftad, tin, silver and traces of gold.
f* corpilatioii of information has been carried out for the 
art*a centred on n^ribou Lake and bounded by Campbell Lake 
and T.initiator Take in the north and d 1 Alton and Elackett 
''akofi in the south. The ̂  suit a are shown on the map
neale l"eOL mile in Fig*

will l^o ob@3rvod that locations where mineralization has 
found alif^n themselves along certain trend lines as
in w s. 3^, ?urthonaore, there are two sets of dis 

tinctive directions - on  along BO 103 and another along 
T r? Y3 approximately* Those directions may represent 
ro/'ional iinoB of vveakness where fracturing occurred 
providing aocoss channels for mineraliaing solutions*
ft is alBo nooetJEsary to corapare this picture with the trends 
exhibited on the aeromagnetic map (Map 950CJ, Linklater Lake)* 
Tt if? apparent that the trends infsrred from mineral i BC d 
locations are parallel to two major wagnetic trends (shown 
in broken line on Fir* &0* The latter can be considered as 
reflecting a major ntruotural configuration.
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1*5 The trends fiisjcuEised here are also obvious on the geological 

iiar- O'ap no. 49q,i C arlbou~?itikigushi Area by w*C. Oussowf 
1 eport of the Ontario Dept. of MinoB, Vol* 49/6, 1940). It 
in important to realitse that they are, in fact, sub-parallel 
to tho contact between the granite and the Keewatin volcanics* 
oranite we tec into the keewatin from the west* It is very 
e w. IT; j on for a ect ol fraotures to develop approximately 
parallel to the intruoiv  contact, and thus wore support is 
, ivon to the Dulcet Ions made hitherto*

2. i -cij-ional eature .of ^ oplo Area

I?, l T'lu-oe jjnten&stiur traits euier^e in oonnootion with Ooplo Area.
T t will be oocn fron Pi*** 6 that the two major directions of 
inferred fracturing intersect near Ooplo* Such infringing 
structural features would be expected to create favourable

for tninsralissation.
2.2 .p'juMther examination of Geological Map Ho* 49q reveals tongues 

of granite alonr the north-saetern extremity of CariToou Lake, 
reaching out to T"hodo8 Take.

exten0ione oi the laain batholith are usually source e 
of pooHitxl  rinoraliaation in the adjoining keewatin rooks*

2.3 ^hirdly, It i 8 apparent from the aeromagnetic map (950G)* 
that B true t orally, this area ie disturbed* The north-east 
i;.arnetlc trend terminates abruptly at Amra Lake* It-fact, 
a net of cul-parallal rae^jnetic trends, i.e. along north- 
vest shore of C aribou Lake, east of Fuchsite Lake, and that 
tdrialriateu tit Asjta lake, are all "truncated" by the well* 
pronounced ti-cjj-3 pitrikin^ alonjp linklater lake in the 
direction aeftewhat D out h of east* Those magnetic trends 
aro due to iron formations which can be considered as 
rarkta h or i e or r; reflecting the structural attitudes in the

Tho "truncation" ot tlie Eta^aetio trend to the north is 
coupled with its abrupt termination to the east* A possi 
bility of a north-touth striking fault cannot be excluded*
?be Coplo Area appears thus to be situated at a location 
who ra tho leolcirioal and geophysical evidence, as well as 
 the distribution of known occurrences, point to a conver 
gence of fractures and to the existence of a disturbed Bone* 
j'ho proximity of granite tonfwes, together with structural 
f ac t ore Just discussed and suggestion of a fractured Bone 
create a favourable set of conditions*
rite existence of a R ood and well mineralised exposure 
e troup support to the interpretation offered above*
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l,. _ "he chayao ter ̂ of thy,

I.I The outcrop c on e l e ting of quarts vein occurs in escarpment 
:i. imriinf: at ar. a? -lo to the etrike of ths vein* The vein 
t ape r n upwards and doee not reach the top surface of the 
escarpment. it "broafione downwards and attains a thickness 
of over three foet "before disappearing into the ground. 
r tn faoe woe revealed by breaking of a larf* "block of rook 
off Vha miii oeoarpmant*

1.2 viie viwlble miue rail fcat ion consists of abundant oovellite i 
chalcopyrite, little pyrite and pyrrhotite* Iron and copper 
staining are apparent from a distance* Apart from quart e, 
calcite ifi well represented*

confirmed the continuity of the vein downwards
arid revealed nine rail gat ion throughout the volume of the 
iyiaeted-off portions*

1*3 Tho strike ie difficult to asseae from the outcrop visible 
in.the vertical face. It hats been tentatively apDunod at 
CO0 , Tho dip is ftO0 to 70Q in the direction 3300.. The 
c'xoarpment uxtena* apnroxinfttvly in the vector oontained 
* 300 to 320 (all direct ion* magnetic)*
r; t ifs a plauBiVlu at'BuiaptJon that the topographical feature* 
i.e. evoarpooiitt ie the axtoneion of a fault. If this were 
oo, then the renei-al direction of this fault would correspond 
to othor aroeo-jTraoturdft postulated on the basis of ground
Invest i fat i or; o and drilling in the area of Gilbert lake* 
rib cm t ^"rdlee duo wo st* These crose-fractures would be 
BHoociat^rl with the system of major weakness tsones discussed
.Us, 7'ara. l of Tmrt J.

g* . vleotroisa/yietic .purvey

2.1 .lcioti'owannetic reeulte are chown ae profiles of the dip 
on/'lo in Tip* 3. .An appropriate note explains whether the
pot-up wan on the top of the cliff, or at the foot of it
Vy the outcrop.

2.? ho /" anoinalleB, with the exception of those along two 
traverses nearect to the outcrop, are email*
'r he character of anomalies on traverse 100 5!. w* points to 
 the pro nonce of more than one conductor* The anomaly on 
traverae 000 fror. the set-up at the foot of the cliff is 
aleo coLiposite* It would thus appear that nore than one 
conductor ID present* It is, therefore, possible that the 
vieiblo vein may b  one of a syetora of veins, others not 
having any surface expression.



2.3 ?he possible axae of conductors are shown on plan In Fig* 2. 
Anomalous point  on travers are not joined acr00e} the
evidence for  Solnp; that being considered insufficient.

ore dstailod work would be necessary to obtain suoh 
cvidenco* It will Ut observed, however, that although 
anomite B are cumll, they allfn themselves noticeably 
c.lon,r: a definite direction* Three individual axes ean 
'W, di HOC me d. ir general, with t^inor, less pronounced 
fKJOtiono in between on traverse 000.
The Dtrike- thue obtained is 450 (P.E*) and is probably mor  
voliable than that estimated frora the outcrop*

2*4 ' tic1 lau t that '"•/'' anomalies are not very well pronounced, 
and rcaxvrinal, 3 o nost probably due to the character of 
minerali ration and the depth of conductor* The attitude 
of the el-.owiii,';, ou&^esta that this is M\ apex of the vein 
system, and othor parts ?aay be considerably deeper* Wo 
UuTen rd,i;(3raliKr.;ition in tho form of massive pyrites was 
observed* Thuo, the factor which is usually responsible 
lor lar^e confiutttivc effects iaay be niaaing* The staallnees 
of f/*' oil oral io B does not excludo the possibility of the 
economic r.inoralissation being present* A more elaborate 
:/: syntc;.. witJi deeper penetration ndght oonfix^a the 

;-'urni.2o .vc\c,arri:Uif tho depth* If one was to be used, a 
/"onftrator powored ':/ ' should be considered, either a lonp 
oa'iilo nyntOT". or a Taxvro vertical leep set-up.
Tho broadside traverses in Fifr* 4 Rive a better anomaly 
indication than the set-up results, au may have been 
erpDott'd* Tho in-13ne rieaeurei^nts Rive no indication. 
M that aa/lo, hovrever, between the traverse and inferred 
^tril-re, approaching: the right angle, in-line results are 
luoonclusive.

frou; ^eophyriioal oojitiidorationo alone, it Is
to evaluato the conditions* So far, there are 

indications of elongated conductors aligning themselves in 
tt definite direction which can be considered as the strike
of a ve 3ui aye t cm*

P. D T?IC trace of cBcarpncnt edf?e ia sketched In on Fig. S. Tt 
;icuj t)een fiurr/^eted timt it isay bs an expreosion of a fault* 
"' f it were :ao, the fiieplaceiiient of conductor axes "2" and 
*V' f "between t rave roc 000 and 200!ffl, could be thus accounted
Tor.

3. rarnetio s
PT. 1*1 1 * II B ^1*11 fim •ttmt^ *MTHidHn lil! ij^i  ^IH*.n  

3.1 ;;\Q roBidtt; of the Mo^-^netio ourvey are showa in Fig* 5 to 
t Ho forr of profiles.
AHhourti raf-nttit: profiles are irregular, and on two eouth- 
wo s to riv profiles, the anomalies are large, it is rather
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email anomalies; which would be diagnostic. The amount of 
observed pyrrhotite waa smll and no magnetite was observed
in the vein. ?husi direct magnetic evidence of i-lneralieed 
veiue would bo of enall rrtagsiitudo and might wall beooue

on tho t*aukeround of larger anoiaalleij due to more

:/' conductor traoee are shown on na^notio

r no k r?.

3*2 '"he poiiitiorir of
prof i Ion in Fir. T).
v hc,v coir c i tie v.ith Doiiie of tho email magnetic anomalies, and 
c:nG- larre an oral y OB traverse 200 B*W. at O station. Tt 10 
unlikely that t!ile larre anomaly la due to the vein material| 
it is rathor cue to a near surface cause, while tho smaller 
i.'j.-.owalioo pupcji j.r!.j)ot!04! on ite aouth-^ast flanlc iaay be an

i: of pyrrhotite, or isagnetite presont in the veins

?*

?.l

Til

1*1 c-/ i,o;ial uoiiBideratione based on ^ologioal and ^eophysioal
(isfcn, tofxithar wit-h compilation of positions of known 
i ̂  ne ral l a at i on in the ar@a, point to the Oeplo Lake
a*1; a loaur of possible

;in confer; i'.-: d a di en every in that eiroa of

1.3 *'ie inaicatioiiF. obtained from an eleotroiaagnetlo eurvay
rnj.^/ront a po^lhlo oxietonos of a eystoia of parallel veins,
or which t? if diwoovory outcrop would bs the apex.
" x:5.et'i3'u: ;-.c*opT\vs:Uial data are not a conoluslve ovldenoe

wa,v t l/jit coupled with the proven exiatenoe of good- 
mineral i eat ion and favourable geologleal oondltionit

I:,T?-:C further invcfitlrmtlons neoeenary.

toporraphical riclr:e In which the outcrop occurs, and 
direction cute the etrik  of tho vein, taay be an 

of a fault whose oti'ikc a^itses Vfith that of 
vi2'C3C obs'crved further to the west.

'" vJf tih?*,,:raetcr at:- d rracle of the rdneraliEation are euoh that
Airthor InventiratioJiB are neoeeaary.

"etrt borehole i j choulu bc located to oheelc the continuity and 
i.iultiplloity of the inferred vein tiystem*
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Tt seems in this otafie that l* B t loo at lone would bo ouch ae 
to tent the indications on traverses 1000.W., 200S*w. and 
200.".; . inclined boreholes direction should be in relation 
to conductor axe t j indicated by K/M and aimed at intersections 
at a depth greater than 150 feet below the surface.

2.3 Tn conjunction with the drilling program, an E/r- survey 
should be continued* This would help further decisions* 
Tt must bo borne in mind, however, that the nature and 
character of mineraileation may be such as to preclude 
large K/r effects* Thus, test drilling is necessary*
Further K/f* work should employ instrument B permitting 
deeper penetration, QUOh as long cable or vertical loop 
Methods with th  use of a powerful source of energy for 
transmitter, ouch as a {generator*

m. w ,
Consulting freophysioiitt

and 
Exploration Consultant
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by l)u. \v.

Centurion r.iinoa Limited t Suit* 307A, 48 I'ront Street 
v.eet t Toronto l* Ontario aulxuite this report ao aBBoeatieat work 
on the claiTOB I'tumberat

lor 26336 to KK 26342 f inoluaivef
KK 26371 to KK 26373i inolueivel
i'K 26375 to KK 26376, inolueive,

- a total of 12 c l aims, which oonaitute part of Centurion 'B 
property*

The o e were actually covered by the survey performed 
during the dates ~

lieldi August 15 - 26, 1963
September 2 - 19 t 1964

Of f ice t August 27 - September 10, 1963 
Sept em ber 20 - October 31 f 1964
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1* Purpose of "urvoy
1.1 The purpose of the eurvey was to investigate further the area 

east of Cop! o Lake and across the Hhodes Creek, connecting 
1 ho tie B an A Awra lakes.

1*5? Au a result of regional studies, based on (i) aeromagnetic s, 
(li) available ^eoloitical data and (ill) compilation of known 
occurrences of mineralization, a geological reoonnaieeanoe wae 
carried out in 1962 which resulted in location of substantial 
copper mineralization in a quartz vein.

1*3 ^esults of the subsequent ideological and freophyeioal survey in
Summer 1963 (Report noi) tmrreeted that the raineralieed vein may 
be one of a B.ystem of cross-fractures aeeooiated with a possible 
fault in an approximate east-west direction. Thus, further min 
eralization, perhaps on a nore impressive scale, was possible*

consequently, a survey was planned to cover the ssone east o: 
^oplo lake discovery, along the postulated fault, and including 
the shear Koric whose existence was indicated at some outcrops*

g. location of Purvey, Area
2.1 Tooatio.n map 0; ig*l) ahowe the general position of survey area, 

and Pift*? shows it ra position in relation to the local lakes*
2.? Access to the area io from Armstrong, station on C.N.T?., which 

has a base and dock faoility for aircraft on Take ?'aokeneie* 
direct air distance is about ?0 miles f by land and canoe route 
there is a portage of 2000' between Caribou lake and rhodes 
Lake. Ooplo Take le about 2000* south of Rhodes Lake*

3* General velevant Information
3*1 ! e suit B of the geological eurvey are incorporated in separate 

report. This and the present report are complimentary.
3.? Part J of the ; eport 001, W T?ep:ional Considerations" , is relevant 

to the present report. Some electromagnetic and magnetic survey 
results obtained in 1963 were incorporated into this report be 
cause the two investigations form a natural whole*

T Tt
A. i m f athod Instrufftenj; and
1. *easurements were wade of the angle of tilt using electromagnetic 

equipment manufactured by K. J. Sharpe Instruments of Canada Ltd., 
and designated as ' odel '-c 300. This equipment operates at two 
frequencies - 400 cpu. and 1600 ops.

i*. Throughout the survey, the transmitting coil was kept vertical and 
pointing towards the receiving coil* (The axis of vertical trans 
mitting coil was at riftht angle to line Joining transmitter ana 
receiver*) The reference plane of the receiving coil was horizon 
tal, and this coil was tilted around the horizontal axis J o in l ri r
receiver and transmitter*



This o on f i duration of oolln Kinimiies the effects of
in elevation between receiver and transreitter, pro 

viding that the correct orientation la s&lntainod*
3. The predominant method of operation was to traverse using the 

"broadside" technique, i.e. the two ooile are moved along a 
direotjon which lo at right angle to the lin© joining the ooile. 
Thin direction 10 also chosen to forai a nearly ri^ht angle with 
the strike of the expected anomaly.

only toaactlineo ?, 3 and 4 and line 2000 ME were surveyed 
using the "in-line" method in which receiver and transmitter are 
disposed along tho line of traverse. T-ine 200(5 Nil, however, v?as 
re-surveyed uninr; "broadside** technique. The "in-line" disposi 
tion results in reduced siKo anomaly at that configuration,

the angle between travers© and the anomaly strike is orcall
4. Distance between receiver and transmitter was maintained at 400', 

and TaoaemreTrierits wore wad© at stations o pace d 90* apart alon/? 
traverses.

5. iiaselinoR arc- numbered l to 4 and rwa H601' at BOO 1 intervale. The 
t rave- r fee B pore npaoed afc 400* at ritfht an^le to baselines*

T . Treeentation of Insult R
1. vesulte of the electromagnetic survey shown on tho scale l" ** !?00' 

are plotted ats values of the an/jlft of tilt in deirees for each 
Btation. An/rlo of tilt is designated either W or n, although ijn 
actual fact dlr^otione were NJO^W and S 300K.

Two profiles are plotted for eaoh traverse re present in/r 
results at 400 ops. and at 1600 ops. (^igs. 4 and 5)

2. 'olativo positions of tranmnitter and receiver for eaoh traverse 
are shown by eywtools Tvx and TV and toy arrows indicating direction 
of traversing tuiti dlrootion where another coil was positioned.

3* The interpretation of t lie results is shown on the scale l*1 ** 400*.
P.* -7 Jit erfir e;t art i on 
1* Procedures
1.1 nnder normal conditions, a traverse over a conductor of con-

eiderable rtrik© ojttent, compared to its thickness, will result 
in a tilt angle profile along which the direction of tilt 
changes after crocking th© conductor. Thus, the cross-over 
point in over a. vortical conductor and the tilt ic away from 
tliu conductor axiR*

The two branches of the anomaly will be reversely 
etyrm?tribal on either side of the cross-over point* Asymmetry 
of the two branches of the anomaly will ooour for dipping con 
ductor, or when there is a considerable ohanf^e in etrike 
direction, or when tho conductor position departs considerably 
f r ci i that assumed below the level of coils systeir*.

The latter conditions can be generally surmi&ed from the 
topography between the* ooile. "ne&arding the strike, it is 
usually apparent what is its direction when anomaly is located 
0L parallel traverses. Thus, asymmetry of the anomaly is by 
an1 larf* an expression of the dip of the conductor.
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1*2 ?hree f act or B wero evaluated in the interpretation
(i) the ratio of amplitudeo of the low frequency to high 

frequency anomaly| thie is indicated by f{ ratios 
below 0*5 are considered ae Indications of poor, 
between 0*5 and 0*8 medium and above 0*6 as good 
conductivityi

(ii) the ratio of the average amplitude (on two frequencies) 
of *T tilt to n tilt l ratios less than 1 indicate dip 
to the north, and above 1, to the south f and

(ill) the "expression" of the anomaly bated on its amplitude 
and null width j three r^ades are assigned - good 
indicated by two crossesi medium by one crosp, and 
poor with no accompanying cross*

?* T r of Ile g of An#3.e of Tilt (Fifls* 4 and 5)
?.1 Tilt angle profiles along traverses are shown on Fig. 4, and 

those along base lines* on Fig. 5* Apart from anomalies of 
lesser raafpiitudos, traverses 0000 tfE to 5600 ffE show a per 
sistent large anomaly whose strike lies somewhat more easterly 
than the direction of the base line.

2*2 It will be noticed that the anomaly on base line 4* between 
3600 KK and 4200 T : : has an amplitude somewhat smaller than 
amplitudes of anomalies on adjoining lines at ripht angles 
to baee lino*

2*3 At the eastern end, the anomaly diminishes on lines 5200 tir 
and 5600 FT; and disappears altogether on line 6000 WE* At 
the western end, the anomaly is terminated abruptly east of 
Rhodes Creek - itB last expression on line 2000 TTE.

Unidirectional tilt suggests that the conductor 
terminates before reaching line 2000 TJE.

2*4 Interpreted dips along the strike of the main feature under 
discussion are predominantly southerly* except on lines 5600, 
5200, 4400 and 3200* This could be explained as follows*

(i) conductor being nearly vertical undergoes a twist along 
the strike resulting in change of dip froia nearly 
vertical southerly to nearly vertical northerly, or 
vice versaf

(ii) faulting has displaced and brought into contact parte 
of conductor with different dips}
(Situations suggested in (i) and (ii) could be operative 
jointly.)

(ill) dipo do not change, but terrain configuration between, 
coils allowe the conductor to occupy such a position 
that a simple geometry of the system is upsot and tilt 
an^le profile distorted*

It is believed that ar/rument (i) applies on line 4400, {ii) on 
lines 5200 and 5600, and (iii) on line 3200 NE.
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2*5 Home of the anomalies suggest more than one conductor axle 
and this la indicated on the interpretation map Fig. 6.

?*6 Anomalies on linea 00 to 1600 ?ns are of a smaller magnitudit 
and do not align themselves in one persistent definite 
trend, but, nevertheless, help to build a general picture 
in terms of possible geological configuration.

3* Positions arid characteristics of Oonduotore
3*1 Positions of conductors along traverses are shown in Fig. 6. 

Thosa of uncertain character are indicated only aa regards 
their position. Other** are graded in reepeot of the quality 
of their expression , and their dips are shown together with 
dip ratio and frequency ratio.

vhereas indications east of the Rhodes Creek form 
a well-pronounced trend , those west of it are split into 
a number of minor indications with no single continuity*

3*? The top of the conductor is believed to be near to the 
ourfaoo; any quantitative estimate e are tentative t but 
gradients of major anomalies indicated the depth of between 
four to few tens of feet.

3*3 Th  boat frequency ratios (above one) appear on lines 4 BOO* 
3600, 2800, 1200 and 00. Of these, the highest Is on line 
2800. The last two enumerated anomalies (1200 and 00) have 
fiood ratios, but much lesser amplitudes* This means that 
their causes are deeper and/or smaller, although they are 
Btill pood conductors.

Ut 7'AHTOIO ST^'VflY

A. Method* TnetruBj-ent and Lay-Out
l* Vertical component of the magnetic field was measured

tho fluxgate majraie tome ter, model f P 1, manufactured by Sharpo 
Instruments of Canada ltd.

The accuracy of instrument and reading accuracy were 
sufficient for the encountered variations of the field*

2. readings were taken at stations spaced at 50 feet on traverses 
400 foet apart, and on baselines. At locations where the 
m.^netic gradient was very steep, additional measurements 
were laade at closer intervals*

T. /reflontation of Result a
1. Results of the jragnetic survey are shown as profiles plotted 

on the horizontal scale l inch m 200 feet, and vortical ocalo 
l inch e 2000
Thu results of 1963 survey were replotted on the present 
scale arid included in the presentation.
Interpretation

1. Procedure
1.1 It is apparent from the continuity of the anomalies acroaa 

traverses, part iculwrly east of the creek, that the strike
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extent of the c au DC ie considerable i compared to Ste thick 
ness; also, f row geological consideration, it seems 
reasonable to assutoe for the quantitative interpretation 
that the magnetic bodies causing anonalies can be approxi 
mated by Bheet-like structures.

1*2 Home of the anomalies are more local in character and also 
appear to be very near the surface* Thin can be surmised 
f r ow the* steep fcradiento encountered*

1*3 Consideration!* are baaed on the assumption that induced 
magnetisation only lo operative, or that if the remanent 
slaine t i Eat ion le present , it has similar direction. This 
assumption obviously fails in several instances , and no 
quantitative estimates are then possible*

1*4 ?he inclination of the magnetic field for the area is +750 *
in the induced field the ratio of the poaitive part of 

the anomaly to ite negative part would be 50 tl with positive 
to the eouth - for vertical bodies. This relationship would 
be altered for dipping bodies* Thus, for a dip of 45 to the 
north, an anomaly would e?ihibit a positive to the north, 
which would be about ten time o the negative f for a dip of 45 
to the Eiouth, the positive would be to the south and about 
three times the negative*

1*5 CalculationB were ciade assuming X***750 . and a sheet model 
results are Bhovm as dip and depth to the top of the cause* 
Order of magnitude of susceptibility was also estimated.

2. r af ne tic l^ofilee (rigg. 7 and 8)
2.1 Anomalies greater than 10,000 frammas occur on lines 4600, 

2#00, ?400 and 000. Majority of anomalies, however, are
le R B than 5.000
Ai/omalies e an t of the creek form a well-pronounced trend 
in the snm  direction ao the e/m trend (Fifj. 7)*

?.3 larr,e miOEmlies on lines 4800, 2800, 2400, 800 and 00 raust 
be due to causes very near to the surface* Among those. 
only anoinalioB on lines 4 BOO and 2800 are in the trend 
mentioned previously* Thus, steep anomalies on lines 1600 t. 
BOO and 00 r.ay be due to more compact, nmall causes near 
the Burface*

It is to be noted that where very steep, large 
amplitude anotualiea occur, they appear all along the tra 
verse (4800, 2P'00).

2*4 -one cf the anomalies are genuinely negative anomalies
(ex* line 1600), while others are superimposed on each other 
in such a way ae to give an iiapx-ession of a nefatlve anomaly 
(ex. lines 5^00, 400).

2*5 Certain anomalies (ex* lines 2000, 1600, 00) cannot be
accounted by any conditions of dipt and a remanent inverse 
magnetisation hae to be postulated.
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3*1 Calculated dips and depths to the top of the body are shown 
at the anonaly position.

3*? estimated depths are of th  order of 15 to 50 feet* Anomaly 
on line If 00 way be either deeper (about 100 feet) or it is 
at? flhallow au others, but has appreciable thickness* The 
shown doptba to the top of the "body are moat likely over 
estimated.

3*3 r:e/ avclinf dips, thoir value  should be considered more ae 
relative than abeolute*

Tt must lie stressed that they were calculated on 
afsomnptlori of Induced trtajr*netiBation, or of remanent if 
present beim* concordant*

Tt let known ?'onerally that a lot of rooks in the 
Urecambrlaii ^-hleld, including fairly roasBive mairnetite, 
frequently possess remanent taa0netlEation which is discordant, 
or reversed in relation to that induced* ^nder such cirowt- 
ntarioea, the* calculations could be very much in error. 
however, the eetiniated dips are consistent and aleo in 
arreowent with thoee ootimated on the basis of e/tn results* 
^huB, it BOOKS justifiable to asnuine that they i^epreeent 
to G f'irat approximation the real dipn. Perhaps variations 
i fs the amount of dip, from flat to steep, and the unaccounted

can bo escribed to the effects of remanent discordant

3*4 T'etii?.ates of euoceptlbility of causes ran^e from 0.01 to 
0.1 oro* units* ^hls would indicate concentrations of 
monetite characteristic of very basic rocke to mafjietit 
nlnoral i KO d rocko .

jr-m; F'^-^ATf^: ru- UOT'T'TJ'KTD '

1.1 ?he only di ea/ reer^ents l)etween dips eetlsmted from e/m
roBulte and those based on magnetics, and which occur within 
the wftcl-pronouhood feophyeioal trend east of the creek, 
occur on lines 4400 and 3200. Tn both instances, it is the 
o/ra entimate which is thought to be less reliable. Hever- 
thcle&B, the distance between positions of causes of the 
e/TA and tiar^etic anornlies is of the order of 100 feet* T 
it in conceivable that the dips could be different.

1.? ^ametically oetlrated dips are shown in decrees* those 
estimated froia e/c reeultfs are shown as figures based on 
ratios of anomaly branches. T'lpure one would indicate a 
vortical dip, IOBB than one northerly and more than one 
southerly flip, riatter dips would be characterised by 
fif.-ures differing increasingly froa one*

Although there is general airreement regarding th© 
direction of dip, no correlation of discreet values can be
macle.

1.3 *eat of -horton Creek, with the exception of anomaly on lin 
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800, about 200 feet north of Baseline 3, there is ne apparent 
correlation between e/ti arid magnetic anomalies* I'hip anomaly 
a-- rees within 20 feet in position and In the direction of dip* 
Possibly, a similar correlation could be nade on Line 400, 
although the corresponding e/m anomaly is uncertain*

i-jxpressione
2*1 Of the two large magnetic anomalies over 10,000 gammas on 

line 4f-'00, that to the north of BX* 4 has no e/m expression* 
Another, south of the baa e line, is displaced 150 feet from 
the 4/sft anomaly and* consequently t it ia difficult to ascribe 
them to the same cause*

the f croup of lar^e amplitude magnetic anomalies on 
line 2800, the middle one among those north of the baseline 
has an o/ra expression (displacement less than 20 feet)* The 
corresponding e/tn anomaly, however, is relatively smaller 
than adjoining Q/W anomalies, which have no large magnetic 
anomaly associated*

Thus, the strong magnetic anomalies do not correspond 
to laiY.o  /ut anoiiialies*
On the whole, there is practically always a displacement be 
tween e/m and laa&netio anoooilies of at least 50 feet* with the 
exception of lino 3600 where coincidence of one pair is exact, 
but where ma^etic anomaly is only of the ordsr of 1500 gammas 
and probably relatively deeper* The e/ra frequency ratio 

a f.ood conductivity*
2*3 It is reasonable to state that there are more magnetic

anomalies which have no corresponding, or even no e/m, anomaly 
in the vicinity, than there are e/m anomalies without some 
adjacent magnetic feature* This could probably be taken as 
sifinifyinp that the conductors have magnetic causes associated 
with them to a greater extent than the magnetic bodies have 
conductors - or that only s owe magnetic bodies, or the rocks 
in their vicinity, are conductive*

It is reasonable to assume that the cause of magnetic 
anomalies within the discussed sone is of the same nature 
throughout* fhus, the fact that this magnetic cause is 
sometimes conductive, or near a conductor, calls for some 
additional cause, responsible for conductivity and associated 
with the magnetic cause* Thus, assumptions of cornetite con 
centrations as responsible for conductivity would not explain 
the observed data, particularly that large magnetic anomalies 
are not necessarily associated with e/iu indications*

3* Trends Oiff* 10)
3*1 Vhe composite interpretation map on Fig* 10 shows a well-

defined trend east of the creek* The axes of conductors and 
magnetic bodies are shown* The picture summarises deductions 
of preceding paragraphs and permits additional conclusions*

3*2 A continuous conductor is associated with a continuous
magnetic axis, the two coinciding at one place, but generally 
be in t. displaced* It must be borne in mind that expressions 
of anomalies vary alon^ these axes.
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3*3 ?he trend of irafnotJc and e/w featured is discontinued on 

vhodes creek In the weat, arid pact line 4BOO in the east. 
7hore the direction of trend changes and Indicated dips aro 
reversed. l-\i line 6000, dip be o omen "normal" again, but 
e/r* feature disappeared* Tt ie suggested that the trend lw 
dolitcjted at both ends by faults. There are actually 
topographical expressions of those possible faults: creek
in the went ajirt a valley in the east between linea 5600 anfl
r. r\^r*I . . Uw. ;.

3.4 ?here are rio persistent trends west of T'hodss Creek, but 
l strike direction of shorter features is preserved*

4 .jr , neoj^byfflx.^al,^ ( r̂eeult .c, jatnd .
4.1 The following observations are apparent:

(i) etrike of ^eophyeioal trends - conductor arid 
axe a - is in apreement with peol apical strike l

(li) predominant dips to the south, eetimated from 
phyeical reeulte, are confirmed by /reologioal 

(iii) the pronounced continuous geophyflical trend east of 
the creek broadly coincides with a ehear stone which 
id tnap^MBd ^ologioallyt but in an intermittent 
manner, because of avilable expoouro.

(lv) dieeerdnated sulphides exist in the shear eons*
4.? The atronp- minette anomaly on line 2800, south of baseline 

4, is very ntar a mapped expoeeure of iron formation. Thin 
lo about the only iron formation outcrop In the area*

It IB probably correct to assume that at least B owe 
of the magnetic anomalies are due to iron formation. Such 
assumption would tie compatible with the observed extended 
strike of some magnetic features.

1* A well pronounced e/m and magnetic trend coincides with
intermittent pcolopical indications of a shear cone striking 
approximately east-west.

?. conductor and ma/rnetic axes are generally displaced, and
analysis of results suggests that, in the majority of instances, 
different causes are responsible for magnetic and e/m effects.

3* ("'ne large magnetic anomaly can be correlated with an outcrop 
of iron formation.

4. It is feasible to assume that at least some of the maiwetic 
features of extensive strike are due to magnetite bands in 
iron formation, and that sulphides are present and associated 
with iron formation. Their position would not generally 
coincide with magnetite bands.

5* It iu also feasible that magnetite and/or pyrrhotite is 
present in sulphides which occur, where iron formation is 
not present.
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6. The eone of sulphides IB terminated at either end by faulting, 
arid in itself lies in a ehear gone which represents a locum of 
structural weakness in the east-went direction*

7* ?he line of ^structural weakness is a possible fault* of an 
earlier than the croea faults terminating the feature* 
Furthermore , thie line, when extrapolated, passes through the 
positions of quartK veins ( baseline l), one of which carries 
up to 3*5^ copper.

P* It eeeme that an earlier assumption* suggesting the teneional 
fracture origin for the veins* ia correct* Thus, a system of 
fractures and associated c rose-fracture tt is postulated*

The main eaet-weBt fracture, with resulting shear* appeared 
first, and, with it, a system of teneional openings* Subse 
quent events resulted in minor faulting atr iking generally 
north-BOuth. Thie raight have been taking place at the time 
when an igneous intrusion was eaplaced further weat* This 
toss, its boundary about 1500* from Ooplo Lake and eoi&e 3500* 
from e/rn anomalies* is assumed to be the genetic source of the 
mineral! elng solutions which migrated east and* cooling en- 
route, reached the convenient openings in the shear zone where* 
with temperature B falling, deposition took place (Consulting 
Oeoloftist'e suggestion). Further movements along orotsa-fault 
planes ni^ht hs.ve occurred* f^one of the mineralisation 
occurred in the tensional fractures near Ooplo Lake where 
copper values were originally found*

9* Disseminated sulphides in the shear cone and copper vein near 
Ooplo Lake support the hypothesis expressed above* The nature 
of sulphide mineralisation cannot be determined from 
geophysical result e.

10* Tt IB felt that little could be gained from further geophysical 
work, unlesB for borehole location i and the nature of the 
anomalous zone could be best explored by drilling*

x

PP. W.

Consulting Geophysicist
and 

Exploration Consultant
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APPENDIX TO GEOLOGICAL REPORT 

ON GOPLO - 1964 by V. WIERZBIOKI

030

The owner of the property discussed herein, who 
also submits this report as assessment work, is s

Centurion Mines Limited, 
Suite 307A, 
46 Front Street West* 
Toronto l, Ontario*

The numbers of claims actually covered by the 
survey are i

KK 263341 KK 26336 to KK 26342, inclusive! KK 26346| 
KK 263471 and KK 26368 to KK 26376, inclusive 

- 19 claims in all*

The survey was mad* during the dates -

Field* September 11 - 12, 1962 
August 15 - 25, 1963 
September 2-19, 1964

Office t November l - 15, 1963
October 20 - November 10, 1964
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SUMMARY

This report deals with the Goplo Group of 

claims, where previously unknown quarte-oopper sulphides 

vein wae discovered in 1962* and where geological and 

geophysical work wae performed in 1963 and 1964* 

resulting in discovery of an E.M. anomaly*

This anomaly seems to coincide with a shear 

zone containing disseminated sulphides and related 

structurally to the quarte-sulphide veins.

The report supercedes, and partly incorporates* 

the November* 1963 report*
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GEOLOGICAL REPORT. ON GOPLO GROUP OF CLAIMS

KOWKASH MINING DIVISION
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO. CANADA

for
CENTURION MINES LIMITED

PflOPJtiKTY

The property discussed in this report oomprieeB thirty-six 
contiguous t unpatented mining claims - NOB. KK 26332 to KK 26349* 
inclusive! KK 26057 to KK 26065 f inclusive! and KK 26368 to KK 26276, 
inclusive - totalling approximately 1,440 acres* The property is 
controlled by Centurion Mines Limited*

LOCATION

Goplo group of claims is situated in Kowkash Mining 
Division, immediately south of Rhodes Lake and west and north of Amra 
Lake, some 20 miles NNE of Armstrong, a C.N.H. station north-west of 
Lake Nipigon*

ACCESS

A small plane on floats can land on Rhodes Lake, which 
extends nearly one mile in the NW-SE direction. By boat, the area 
is accessible via Caribou Lake and a 26-chain portage between the 
NE tip of it and Rhodes Lake.

Caribou Lake can be reached by 8 miles of dirt road from 
Armstrong.

HISTOKY

The first 9 claims of the Goplo group were staked in fall 
of 1962, following a discovery of well-mineralized quartE vein* There 
is no evidence of any previous work in the immediate vicinity of the 
discovery point, but work was done in this general area during several 
periods of activity* The nearest evidence of diamond drilling is 
half a mile to the WNW of Ooplo Lake.

In 1963, detailed geology and further sampling was done by 
Centurion Mines, and also ground geophysical work in the immediate

vicinity of the mineralization. Based on this work and on all
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information available at the time, certain recommendations were made 
and partly followed in 1964 when further geological mapping and ground 
geophysical investigations were conducted, resulting in the discovery 
of an E*J.'i* anomaly*

The remainder of the claims were staked in 1963 and 1964*

GEOLOGY

Geological Setting

The geology of the region is described in Department of 
Mines Annual report Vol. XLIX, Part 6 of 1940* under the title 
"Geology of the Oaribou-Pikitigushi Area" by W.O. Gussow! Map 49Q 
accompanies it*

Goplo j^roup of claims is situated in basic volcanics just 
over two miles south of the main granite contact* Immediately south 
of the granite, there is a fairly regular band of Linklater quartaitea 
about 3/4 of a mile wide and striking ESE-V/Ntf. On or ut ax- its 
southern boundary (contact with basic volcanics), there is a band of 
iron formation. A diabase sill or dyke of irregular thickness and 
distribution weaves in and out of the basic volcanics near their 
contact with Linklater beds; from a point approximately in the middle 
of Linklater Lake, thin diabase seems to swing sharply south and then 
south-west to form, what appears to be, a sharp double fold no longer 
parallel to Linklater quartzite. Goplo group of claims lies close to 
and to the north of the centre of curvature of the northern member of 
this fold.

A lens of granite over a mile long appears west of Rhodes 
Lake, less than a mile WNW from Goplo Lake*

Topography and Outcrops

The area iei gently undulating with small hills of drift and 
enormous boulders of various rocks scattered all over the area* 
Boulder drift areas vre generally covered with fairly thick underbrush 
and poplars, and the muskeg are;ae with spruce, jaokpine and occasional 
balsam.

A ma3or relief in the area is a high hill of diabase in the 
NW corner of the group. High drift and probable outcrop of basic
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volcanics exists on traverse line 32N.S, some 1500 feet east of 

Rhodes Creek*
isast arm of Khodes Lake drains via Rhodes Creek into west 

arm of Arara Lake* Goplo Lake, situated approximately in the centre of 
the group on Claim KK 26372, drains easterly along a conspicuous, 
swampy draw into the Rhodes Creek* Two other small ponds exist in the 
south part of the group*

Outcrops are not plentiful in the areal it is often diffioull 
to decide if a rock is a boulder or a detached fragment of an outcrop*

Scattered outcrops, mainly of "basic volcanics, occur all 
over the group.

In NW corner of the group, a high hill of diabase occurs) on 
the southern slopes of this hill, numerous boulders of Augen gneiss 
occur (in one or two places looking like outcrops), and this area is 
considered to be underlain by the Augen gneiss*

About 1,000 feet east of the diabase hill, there is a con 
centration of low-lying outcrops of basic volcanics.

Similarly, south and south-east of Goplo Lake, another area 
of concentrated basic; volcanic outcrops occurs| its northern termina 
tion is a scarp, the outcrops themselves being elevated irregularly*

Further east, the outcrops are sporadic and include basic 
volcanics, as well as occasional iron formation and tuff*

Table of Format ions

4* Keweenawan diabase 
3* Quarte veins 
2* Augen-Gneiss 
1* Keewatin volcanics

1* (a) Keewatin volcanics range from andesite to mioro- 
amphibelite, the nore basic Members predominating*

Andesite outcrops mainly in the eastern part of the group 
apparently irregularly* It is a pale green rock with little or no 
recognizable mafic minerals*

The most basic member of the basic volcanics is mioro- 
amphibolite* It is a black, fine-grained rook composed mainly of 
minute crystals of amphibole with a little pale green andeaitio 
groundmass) this rock predominates west and north*
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Basalt IB an intermediate rook between the two above i both* 
the pale green groundmass and the balok amphiboles ooouring in fair 
quantities* Moat of the outcrops are of this type*

Hornblende and chlorite schists rarely occur in the area} 
they represent altered basic volcanicB.

(b) Iron formation outcrops east of Hhodes Creek, about 
1,000 feet north of the weet end of Amra Lake| it is a fine-grained, 
banded rock containing thin partings of iron oxides*

A huge "boulder of it wae found north of Andy Lake*

(c) Distinctly banded, non-magnetic rook occurs in several 
placesi it is thought to represent intercalations of tuff*

(d) A conspicuous fragmental rook with oriented elongated 
angular fragments cemented by banded material occurs some 500 feet 
south of iron formation, and is thought to be an exposure of lapilli 
tuff.

2. Augen-Gneise is a medium-grained, acid rock with gneissose 
texture and full of "eyes" of opaline quartB* Although no definite 
outcrop of this rock was found, frequency and siee of the boulders in 
the area around the diabase hill led to the conclusion that the area
is underlain by it*

3* IVo quartE veins 2 fset to 4 fset wide occur in the face of 
a scarp SK of Goplo Lake* They both strike approximately 600 and dip 
600 NNW. The more southerly vein contains fair quantity of copper 
mineraliBation.

4* Diabase is the medium-grainsd, basic hypabyssal rook*

Structure

(a) Attitude - Most of the strikes of the outcrops are E-W 
and the dips southerly about 700 j there are occasional outcrops which 
do not conform to this general rule, but because of their irregular 
distribution, it would be difficult to draw any conclusions from this 
fact as to the structure*

(b) Faulting - Sheared rooks are also scattered all over 
the area, but generally in a broad 3S-W striking gone* This shear 
zone, extending for about a mile east of Ooplo, frequently contains 
outcrops with disseminated sulphides and limonitic staining.
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The scarp immediately Botth and south-east of Goplo forma 
the south bank of a oedar swamp, in the middle of which a stream 
flows eastwards* The swamp extends tast and JBSE to Rhodes Creek, 
where it seems to terminate* This line does not seem to extend in 
the opposite direction, i.e. WNV/ of Goplo Lake*

1'he configuration of topography and the character and 
direction of the quartz veins suggest strongly that the scarp and the 
swamp are the expressions of a fault in ESE direction, while the 
quarts; veins are the associated tension fractures*

Theoretically, the apparent horizontal movement would be 
north side to the west* v.est of Goplo* the fault is masked by later 
intrusion of gneiss} west of the gneiss* some 3500 feet WNW of Goplo, 
evidence of diamond drilling exists f the mineralization or anomaly 
for which the diamond drilling was performed may also be considered 
to be a supporting argument fer the existence of the fault since the 
drilling was done on westerly extrapolation of the postulated fault*

Easterly, the fault is suspected to run along the swamp 
which terminates on Hhodes Creek* The cretk itself may be an express 
ion of another fault striking N-S.

Mine raligati on

A mineralised quartz vein exposed on the face of a scarp 
was discovered near Goplo Lake* It attains an apparent thickness of 
four feet at the bottom of the cliff* but petered out upwards, not 
reaching the top. Its strike* measurable only on a few inches of the 
wall, was approximately 600 and dip 60O NNW.

The whole exposed part of the vein was conspicuously 
coloured by copper minerals of the oxidized cone t the oxidation being 
confined to the exposed surfaces and to the walls of the fractures. 
The body of the quartz was mineralized almost exclusively with copper 
sulphides t chalcopyrite* bornite and covellite. Pyrite and pyrrhotit 
occurred only occasionally* The copper sulphides occurred as irregula 
velnlets within the quartz* but did not stem to cross the boundary* 
It suggests re-opening of the vein* i.e. the copper mineralization was 
not simultaneous with* but followed* quartz* The almost total absence 
of iron sulphides suggests the origin from a segregated sulphide 
material.
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Ae the vein was not exposed on the original surface of the 
outcrop, trenching and stripping would serve no useful purpose, and, 
thereforet the vein was exposed by blasting at the bottom of the 
scarp* Samples were taken by the writer, both before and after the 
blasting, and following are the asayst

Au Ag Cu 
ogton os/ton

Across upper part of vein (channel 3 1 )********* 0.02 0.1 0.65
Lower part of vein (grab)...................... 0*02 Nil 0.60
Mineralized part of quarts (grab).............. 0.02 Nil 1.85
Across the vein after blasting (channel l '8")** Nil 0.42
Across the vein after blasting (chip 2')******* Nil 0*30
l in e r ali zed part after blasting (grab)......... 0.0? 3*50

The lowest point after blasting could not be reliably 
sampled, but the fragments indicated that the mineralization not only 
persisted, but probably Increased downwards* as indicated by the last 
sample which comprised mineralized fragments from the bottom.

Another vein of quartz of similar strike and dip occurs 
some 200 feet to the west* It was also seen on the face of the scarp, 
but here erosion has smoothed out the sharp edges of the cliff, and 
the upper part of the vein disappeared under the muskeg and boulders* 
This vein seems to be barren where exposed.

Besides the two veins, there is a more widespread evidence 
of mineralization. Occasional irregular quartz stringers occur in 
the outcrops*

Kast of Goplo Lake, there are several exposures of sheared 
basic volcanics with disseminated sulphides up to 5f^t and with 
limonitic staining* These exposures occur within the postulated E-W 
shear Bonei the individual strikes vary by as much as 30O from the 
E-w direction, and the dips are generally steep to the south*

Ground geophysical work consisted of electromagnetic and 
magnetometer coverage of an area along the E-W fault and beyond, to 
some 7000 feet east of Goplo Lake* As a result of this work, an 
anomaly was found east of Rhodes Creek. The anomaly strikes almost 
E-W and extends for about 3/4 of a mile from Rhodes Creek*

Distribution of outcrops of volcanics with disseminated 
sulphides generally along the anomaly, suggests a possibility that 

concentration of these sulphides may cause the anomaly.
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The ii-\v shear and related exposures of disseminated 
sulphides and limonite staining, extending from Goplo Lake to, 
and along, the anomaly, suggests genetic relationship with the 
Goplo copper veins and, therefore, a strong possibility that copper 
minerals are present also in the conductor causing the anomaly*

CONCLUSIONS

A quartz vein, tapering upwards and carrying copper 
nxineralieation, occurs in a scarp of basic volcanics*

A fault runs parallel to the scarp, i.e. in direction WNW - 
BSE. The quarte veins are related tension fractures*

Intrusion of Augen-Gneiss interrupts the fault westerly ~ 
the gneiss may be the source of mineralieation*

Broad shear cone striking E-W, running east of Goplo, is 
suggested by the distribution of outcrops*

Electromagnetic survey found a major anomaly due east from 
the vein and along the E-W shear Bone*

Values and conditions are such that further work is 
warranted*

KEOOMMBWMTIONS

In view of the very favourable structural conditions and 
geophysical findings, further investigation is fully justified, and 
it can only be done by diamond drilling* The following, therefore, 
is recommended:

1* To site diamond drillholes so as to intersect the anomaly 
at 500 foot intervals at an approximate depth of 200 feet* The holes 
are to be drilled from the south side of the anomaly in the northerly 
direction at an angle of 450 to an inclined depth of about 500 feet*

2. Two holes should be drilled in the immediate vicinity of 
Goplo vein exposure to check its values in depth, and to check 
geophysical anomalies obtained in 1963*

The above will amount to an estimated total of about 
3000 feet of preliminary drilling.
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4ML The cost of such exploration program, Including drilling, 
engineers' fees, assay, etc., is estimated to be about thirty 
thousand dollars 030,000).

Respectfully submitted*

V. Wierebicki, 
Mining Geologist*

Dated at Toronto, 
November 12th, 1964*
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Positions and characteristics of conductors 
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MAGNETIC SURVEY

Profiles of vertical magnetic field intensity
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B.L.4(continued below)

B.L4(continued)

NOTE: Base lines 2and 3 are further SW 
than B.L.4,and allthough 2and3 
can be cross corrected, they can not 
be retered to B.L.4-
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CENTURION MINES LIMITED 
GOPLO GROUP OF CLAIMS

Position and characteristics of Magnetic Anomalies 

SCALE: linch^400feet
LEGEND
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